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Abstract
Passenger-friendly train disposition is a challenging, highly complex online optimization problem
with uncertain and incomplete information about future delays. In this paper we focus on the
timing within the disposition process. We introduce three different classification schemes to
predict as early as possible the status of a transfer: whether it will almost surely break, is so
critically delayed that it requires manual disposition, or can be regarded as only slightly uncertain
or as being safe. The three approaches use lower bounds on travel times, historical distributions
of delay data, and fuzzy logic, respectively. In experiments with real delay data we achieve an
excellent classification rate. Furthermore, using realistic passenger flows we observe that there is
a significant potential to reduce the passenger delay if an early rerouting strategy is applied.
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1 Introduction
Disruptions and delays frequently occur in public transport for various reasons. For pas-
sengers with planned transfers this means that there is a relatively high risk to miss some
transfer. Train disposition in case of disruptions is therefore a research theme of high im-
portance. It is about a complex online optimization problem where we are given a massive
stream of messages about delays, cancellations, extra trains and the like. The task of dis-
position is the real-time reaction to unexpected events with the goal to minimize negative
effects. Depending on the type of conflicts to solve and dispositional actions one distin-
guishes between timetable adjustment to the current operational conditions (often called
delay management), rolling stock rescheduling and crew rescheduling [17]. Here we focus on
timetable adjustment (“to wait or not to wait” [1]) and the crucial questions: When should
we decide which transfers are to be maintained and what is the effect on passengers?
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Passenger-oriented disposition. Passenger-oriented disposition as introduced by Berger
et al. [4] requires precise knowledge about the travel routes of passengers, ideally the exact
travel plans of all passengers. In this work we continue in this spirit and assume that for
each passenger the planned travel connection is known. The union of all travel connections
and their multiplicities yields what we call a passenger flow. In today’s daily operations
only partial information is available for dispatchers. We envision that this will change in
the future. Since almost all tickets are sold electronically, a majority of planned connections
could be available through the vending systems. A considerable fraction of passengers travels
with travel passes allowing unlimited travel within a given time period and region. Such
passengers may either register deliberately their travel plans in order to get assistance in case
of delays, or staff on train collects this information when checking tickets. For the purpose
of disposition anonymity can be ensured since no personal information is required to take a
decision. We just need some way to inform passengers about new travel recommendations.
For experiments in this paper, we use detailed realistic passenger flow data provided by
Deutsche Bahn AG.
Disposition has to consider several, partially conflicting goals. Examples of possible op-
timization goals are to minimize the total passenger delay, cost of compensations (payments
for taxis, hotels, or travel vouchers), total number of missed transfers, additional operational
costs, or loss of reputation of the operating company. Even if complete information about the
current operational situation is available, the prediction of the further development of delays
is fairly difficult since (1) additional delays (secondary delays) can be induced, for example,
by headway conditions, tight track capacities, and restrictions of the network topology, and
(2) available buffer times can be used to some extent to reduce given delays. Berger et
al. [5] presented a stochastic model to predict event time distributions in an online scenario.
Recently, Kecman and Goverde [19] developed a microscopic, fine-grained model for train
event time prediction.
Related Work. There is a rich literature on delay management. Based on so-called event-
activity networks, there are various formulations as integer linear programming problems
[28, 29, 30]. The computational complexity of delay management turned out to be NP-hard
even under simplifying assumptions [14, 15]. While early formulations of delay management
ignored track capacities, more elaborated models take them into account [25]. A typical
assumption is that all train lines operate periodically, and that passengers who miss a
connection wait for the next one in the next period. Delay management with rerouting
of passengers has been considered by [12, 13, 27]. A major deficiency of all these delay
management models is, however, that they assume that at some point in time full knowledge
about all future delays and their exact sizes becomes available. Cicerone et al. [9] take the
viewpoint of robust optimization and try to find waiting decisions which are robust against
future delays. Various other approaches use online algorithms for train disposition [2, 3, 6, 16,
20, 21]. Biederbick and Suhl use agent-based simulation for passenger-oriented disposition
[7, 8]. Waiting policies in a stochastic context are considered in [1]. Online optimization of
a single line has been examined by [3, 21]. D’Ariano (and co-authors) use local rerouting
and speed adjustments to solve track occupation conflicts [10, 11]. A detailed and quite
realistic framework for train disposition has been developed within the DisKon project [26].
Another prototypal tool for timetable adjustment is ANDI/L which uses heuristics to reduce
the search space in order to meet online capabilities [22]. Up to now, optimizing approaches
for short-term train disposition are not used in daily operations (see, for example, [18]).
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Uncertainty and timing of decisions. Timing when to take dispositional decisions has been
neglected to a large extent. Recall that classical delay management takes a static viewpoint.
It is assumed that the whole delay scenario (i.e. the size of the delay of all activities) becomes
known at a certain point in time. In contrast, in online management decisions are usually
taken greedily when new information about delays arrives. However, the analysis of historical
delay data clearly shows a high volatility of the available data. Prediction algorithms of how
delays evolve over time are facing a considerable amount of uncertainty. In particular, it is
difficult to predict whether a planned transfer can be maintained or not. For the benefit
of shorter travel times, train schedules are designed to realize relatively short buffer times
for transfers. The downside of this optimization is that many transfers are so tight that it
becomes hard to predict whether they will break or not.
Goals and contribution. With this study we want to work towards a better understanding
of the timing dimension of waiting decisions. Since the realization of decisions takes some
time (train staff and staff at the station have to be informed; new travel recommendations
have to be communicated to passengers), the time window for taking any decision closes
about 15 minutes before the actions must be realized. In current practice there seems to be
a tendency to decide as late as possible (based on interviews with experienced practitioners
from Deutsche Bahn AG). In general, there is a trade-off: the longer we wait, the more
accurate information will be available, but the earlier we decide, the larger is the range of
alternatives. Clearly, having a larger set of alternatives is beneficial for all those passengers
who have to change their travel route. Thus, the challenging task is to find an appropriate
timing of decisions. We here aim at a refinement of the decision process which takes the
temporal dimension into account. Important use cases are
large delays of a single train
unavailability of a track segment for a certain time period.
In both cases passengers may take advantage of a timely detection of problems, the earlier
the better. We study the following questions:
1. How early can we predict that a planned transfer will break? And if we do so, how
reliable are our recommendations?
2. How early should we inform passengers? Should we do it immediately, or should we wait
with final recommendations in light of uncertain information?
3. How many passengers can take advantage of early rerouting recommendations?
We propose several approaches and evaluate them with experiments based on realistic pas-
senger flows and historical delay data.
Overview. The remainder of this work is structured as follows. In Section 2, we explain
in detail the train disposition framework. Afterwards, in Section 3 we introduce several
methods for the classification of transfers with respect to the likelihood that they can be
realized. We describe our experiments and report computational results in Section 4. Finally,
we summarize our findings and give remarks on possible future research.
2 Train Disposition Framework
2.1 Event-Activity Networks and Passenger Flows
To model railway traffic, we use a so-called event-activity network N = (V,A) which is a
directed, acyclic graph with vertex set V and arc set A. Each departure and arrival event
of some train is modeled by a vertex v ∈ V and is equipped with a number of attributes:
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its event type type (either departure dep or arrival arr), an identifier for the corresponding
train trainID, the type of the train trainType, the station s where the event takes place,
the originally planned scheduled event time tsched, a predicted realization time tpred, and
the actual realization time tact (as soon as available). Times are usually given in minutes
after some point of reference.
An arc models a precedence relation between events. We distinguish between different
types of arcs (“activities”): driving arcs Adrive, modeling the driving of a specific train be-
tween two stations without intermediate stop, waiting arcs Await, modeling a train standing
at a platform, and transfer arcs Atransfer, modeling the possibility for passengers to change
between two trains. The planned duration of driving and waiting activities is implicitly given
by the time difference between the scheduled event times of the corresponding events. Each
activity a ∈ A has a lower bound `a specifying its minimum duration. The lower bound
gives the minimum travel time between two stops of the corresponding train type under
optimal driving conditions for driving activities. For a waiting arc a ∈ Await, the value of
`a represents the minimum dwell time which is assumed to be necessary for boarding and
deboarding of passengers. For a transfer activity a ∈ Atransfer, the lower bound `a denotes
the minimum time a passenger needs to change from a feeder train to a connecting train.
For ease of exposition, we here use a path formulation of passenger flows. Associated
with each passenger p is a path Pp in the event-activity network N = (V,A). Such a path
always represents the current passenger’s route, initially the planned connection, and later,
whenever updates occur, the new route. We use an additional layer of data structures to
represent passenger flows on top of the event-activity network.
2.2 Prediction of Event Times and Delay Propagation
Whenever new information about realized event times or delays becomes available, it must be
propagated through the network. To partially automize the train disposition process, train
operators often apply standard waiting time rules: Given a number wta ∈ N0 for a transfer
activity a ∈ Atransfer, the connection shall be maintained if the departing train has to wait at
most wta minutes compared to its original schedule. In addition, a dispatcher may manually
overwrite this value in order to keep a connection. Note that a departure event w may have
several incoming transfer arcs. By w.tmaxwait := max{w.tsched+wta | a = (v, w) ∈ Atransfer}
we denote the maximum waiting time induced by any delayed feeder train of w.
We here assume that a permanently running process updates predictions of future event
times with respect to standard waiting time rules. This process is fairly complicated and can
be done at different levels of sophistication, with macroscopic [24] or microscopic models [19],
or with stochastic distributions [5]. In order to be consistent, predicted event times shall
satisfy the following constraints:
w.tpred ≥ v.tpred + `a for all a = (v, w) ∈ Adrive ∪ Await, (1)
which means that minimum driving times and minimum dwell times are respected, and
w.tpred ≥ v.tpred + `a for all a = (v, w) ∈ Atransfer
with w.tsched < v.tpred + `a ≤ w.tsched + wta (2)
which ensure that a connecting train waits for its feeder trains at least as long as the
standard waiting time rules specify. Moreover, we require that no train may depart before
its scheduled event time, i. e. v.tpred ≥ v.tsched for all v ∈ V with v.type = dep.
With respect to realized event times, a transfer a = (v, w) ∈ Atransfer is maintained if
w.tact ≥ v.tact + `a; otherwise, we say that the transfer has been broken.
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Figure 1 Schematic sketch of the train disposition process.
A fairly simple and in practice often used way to implement delay propagation is based
on the following rules: (a) the current delay is not reduced on driving arcs, (b) on a waiting
arc a = (v, w), the slack slack(a) = w.tsched−v.tsched−`a given by the difference of planned
and minimum dwell time is fully used to reduce delays, and (c) standard waiting time rules
are applied on transfer arcs. The latter means that the predicted departure time w.tpred of
a departure event w is set as the maximum of three values: w.tsched (its scheduled departure
time), u.tpred + `(u,w) where (u,w) denotes the waiting arc before the departure event w (if
it exists), and max{v.tpred + `a} where the maximum is taken over a = (v, w) ∈ Atransfer
with v.tpred+ `a ≤ w.tsched+wta, the delay propagated through transfer arcs. In this paper
we use this propagation scheme for our experiments.
2.3 Train Disposition
Next, we give a very brief high-level description of the train disposition process, see Fig. 1 and
also [4]. Periodically, say every minute or every 30 seconds, we obtain from an external source
the latest information about realized event times, current delays, train cancellations, extra
trains, and the like. All these messages are parsed and taken to update the predictions of
event times. Then, the predicted event times are used to classify which transfers potentially
require dispositional actions (for details see the following section). In general, we obtain a
set Awatch of transfer arcs which have to be “watched”. Now several strategies are possible
how and when to handle each of these transfers. For example, a simple strategy could be
to order the transfer arcs by the time for which the departing trains is originally scheduled
and to decide what to do a fixed amount of time, say 20 minutes, before the event occurs.
Here, we propose a more flexible scheme. With each transfer arc in a ∈ Awatch we
associate a decision time a.tdec which denotes when the decision about this case shall be
obtained. We use a priority queue with the decision times a.tdec as keys to obtain the
order by which all cases are handled. Roughly speaking, decision times are chosen by
importance (how many passengers are involved) and criticality (how likely is it that the
transfer breaks). The crucial idea is that the “clearly broken cases”, i. e. those where the
feeder train is so severely delayed that maintaining certain connections is unreasonable or
operationally infeasible, shall be handled immediately. In such cases we instantly try to
reroute all passengers which currently have planned to use a transfer that will break. If we
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Figure 2 Delays fluctuate over time. The figure sketches exemplarily the development of the
delay in minutes of a single feeder train, two hours before the departure of a connecting train of
a planned transfer. Depending on the size of the delay and the potential to regain, the transfer is
classified as “SAFE”, “UNCERTAIN”, “CRITICAL” or “BREAK”.
succeed, we can eliminate the corresponding transfer arc from Awatch. All remaining transfer
arcs are periodically reclassified. For critical cases where the feeding train is delayed by so
much that the standard waiting time rules do not apply anymore, but maintaining the
transfer is still an option, the alternatives “waiting” or “not waiting” have to be evaluated
with respect to the effect on the passenger flow. To this end, for each considered alternative
the disposition module tentatively first computes new event time predictions, and second
updates the passenger flow. Flow updates are necessary if a transfer arc breaks which carries
non-zero flow in the given scenario. In such a case all passengers on such a transfer arc have
to be rerouted, that means, a new train connection has to be computed for each passenger.
The hypothetical change of flow can be evaluated in terms of one or several objectives (for
example, total passenger delay in minutes). The dispatcher then has to decide between the
given alternatives. Whenever a final disposition decision is taken, it must be implemented.
Within our framework each decision requires to update event times and passenger flows.
3 Classification of Transfers
In this section we propose classification schemes for transfers. The goal is to classify each
transfer as early as possible, i. e., to determine whether it will be maintained or will break,
see Fig. 2. The semantics of the classes used by our classification are as follows.
SAFE — the transfer seems to be safe. A transfer is regarded as safe if the slack time
for the transfer is positive, i. e. the connecting train will be reached unless unexpected
delay of the feeder train occurs.
UNCERTAIN — the transfer is uncertain but likely to hold. In this case the feeder
train is delayed, but by applying the standard waiting time rule, this transfer will be
maintained.
CRITICAL — the transfer is likely to break unless an explicit waiting decision is
taken. Here the delay of the feeder train is so large that the desired transfer can only be
maintained if the dispatcher decides that the transfer will be maintained, the standard
waiting time rule is not sufficient.
BREAK — the transfer will break. Even under best conditions, the delayed feeder
train will arrive too late to reach the connecting train (which itself may be delayed).
The delay is so large that waiting of the connecting train is no feasible option, or is even
meaningless if the feeder train has been cancelled. Whether waiting has to be considered
as a feasible option may depend on whether passengers have reasonable alternatives, in
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particular in the late evening. This classification assumes that the connecting train will
not be (further) delayed in the future.
The focus of our classification algorithms is on identifying breaking transfers as early as
possible. We develop three different classification schemes.
3.1 Classification by Lower Bounds
The rationale behind this classification scheme is a conservative view, that is, we primarily
want to detect those cases where the transfer is going to break. For each travel arc, we use
historical data to derive lower bounds for the travel time. If no historical data is available we
assume that the minimum travel time is 7% lower than the scheduled travel time. Current
delays are propagated with respect to these lower bounds. For each arrival event arr ∈ V
we so obtain a lower bound arr.tlb on its realization time.
For a transfer arc a = (arr, dep) ∈ Atransfer, we classify it as BREAK if arr.tlb + `a >
max{dep.tpred, dep.tsched + wta} + δ. The parameter δ > 0 specifies a “safety margin” by
which the classification can be tuned towards a conservative classification by increasing its
value. Such an arc is classified as SAFE, if arr.tpred + `a ≤ dep.tpred. It is classified as
UNCERTAIN if it is not SAFE but arr.tpred+ `a ≤ dep.tsched+wta. In all remaining cases
it is regarded as CRITICAL.
3.2 Classification by Transfer Probabilities
Again we make heavily use of historical data to derive for each transfer arc a probabil-
ity distribution for its realizability. For a train of type trainType which is now delayed
by d minutes, and a time horizon of h minutes we have an empirical density function
f trainType,h,d∆ : Z 7→ [0, 1] for the probability that the current delay will change by x minutes
in h minutes from now. For example, f ICE,30,5∆ (2) gives the probability that an ICE with
a current delay of five minutes will have an additional delay of two minutes half an hour
later. Note that these probabilities only depend on the type of a train but not on its specific
route. With the help of this function we can derive the probability that a future event v for
this train will occur at time t = v.tsched + d+ x, where d+ x ≥ 0 holds. Namely, we define
f trainType,h,d : Z 7→ [0, 1] , with f trainType,h,d(t) = f trainType,h,d∆ (x), x ∈ Z.
Hence, we can compute the distribution of departure and arrival times for all future events
with respect to the current delay scenario.
For a future transfer arc a = (arr, dep) ∈ Atransfer we further derive the probability
distribution that the transfer will be maintained as follows. As before denote by `a the
minimum transfer time and by dep.tmaxwait the maximum waiting time of the departing
train. Thus, unless the departing train itself is delayed, it will wait at most until tmax =
dep.tmaxwait. The probability p that a transfer will be maintained if the feeder train arrives
before tmax is
p =
tmax−`a∑
t=0
farr.trainType,arr.h,arr.d(t).
The probability that a transfer will be maintained after tmax depends on the distribution of
the departing train as well. In this case
p =
∞∑
t1=tmax−`a+1
∞∑
t2=t1+`a
farr.trainType,arr.h,arr.d(t1) · fdep.trainType,dep.h,dep.d(t2),
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Table 1 Classification rules based on transfer probability p.
class rule
SAFE p ≥ 0.96
UNCERTAIN 0.60 ≤ p < 0.96
CRITICAL 0.05 ≤ p < 0.60
BREAK p < 0.05
Table 2 Fuzzy inference rules.
current delay regain potential transfer
on time SAFE
small delay possible SAFE
small delay impossible UNCERTAIN
strong delay possible CRITICAL
strong delay impossible BREAK
where arr.h and dep.h denote the current time horizon for the arrival event arr and the
departure event dep, and where arr.d and dep.d denote the current delays of the arriving
and departing train, respectively. The resulting probability value p is used to classify the
transfer according to empirically chosen thresholds given in Table 1. Note that transfer
probabilities as described, but with different thresholds are used by Deutsche Bahn AG for
online timetable information.
3.3 Classification by Fuzzy Logic
To classify a transfer with respect to uncertainty, we use a classifier based on fuzzy logic.
We consider three linguistic variables for the transfer’s arrival event:
the current delay with possible values on time, small delay and strong delay,
the regain potential with possible values possible and impossible,
the state of a transfer with values SAFE, UNCERTAIN, CRITICAL, and BREAK.
Figure 3 shows for an arrival event arr how the variables arr.tlb are fuzzified into linguistic
variables current delay and regain potential with certainty pd and pr, respectively. We use
the interference rules shown in Table 2 to determine the state of a transfer. The lines of the
table are to be read as
IF current delay=. . . AND regain potential = . . . THEN transfer=. . . .
We use the maximum of pd and pr to compute the certainty pt of a transfer.
In the sequel, we consider the classification by lower bounds as our STANDARD classi-
fication scheme (justified by the experiments below), and call the classification by transfer
probabilities simply STOCHASTIC, and the one based on fuzzy logic FUZZY.
4 Experimental Results
4.1 Test Instances, Environment and Software
The basis for our computational study is the German train schedule of 2013 and histori-
cal process data from 2011-2013. The schedule contains 36,772 trains, 8,592 stations and
the corresponding event activity network consists of about 2 million events. Process data
(realized event times, new delays, etc) have an average volume of about 1.6 GiB per day
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Figure 3 Fuzzification of the two variables current delay and regain potential for a transfer arc
a = (arr, dep).
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Figure 4 Classification of transfers by the three methods: Distribution of the four classes.
(compressed XML-files). Realistic passenger flows have been provided by Deutsche Bahn
AG for several test days in 2013. These flows are derived from about 2.9 million passengers
and their travel connections per day; the passengers travel on roughly 400 000 different
routes, with an average travel time of 119 minutes and .73 transfers on average.
All experiments were run on a PC (Intel(R) Xeon(R), 2.93GHz, 8MB L3-cache, 48GB
main memory under Ubuntu Linux version 12.04 LTS). Our code is written in C++ and has
been compiled with g++ 4.8.1. It is an extension of the train disposition system described
in [4] and has been developed on top of MOTIS (multi-objective travel information system)
using its capability of searching optimal travel routes [23] and online delay propagation [24].
If a passenger has to be rerouted, we compute a fastest alternative connection with the
fewest number of transfers. Since our code is a mere prototype and efficiency is not the
topic of this paper, we do not report running times. We simply remark that the achieved
running times are fast enough to apply our approach in an online scenario.
4.2 Experiments
Experiment 1: Evaluation of classification schemes. How good is the predictive power
of the information of current delays for the feasibility of transfers x minutes in advance?
In particular, how early are we able to identify breaking transfers and how reliable is our
classification?
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Figure 5 Number of cases (note the logarithmic scale) and accuracy of the classification schemes
for class BREAK. Classifications are grouped into bins of 5-minute intervals.
To study these questions, we recorded for each classified transfer its corresponding state
from the first point in time when it has been classified as non-safe (by default, we consider
all planned transfers as SAFE) until its realization. The parameter δ used by STANDARD
and FUZZY has been set to the value 4. Fig. 4 shows the fraction of the four classes within
the last three hours before realization. Whether a transfer has been maintained or not,
has been evaluated with respect to realized event times. The false negative rate of our
classification schemes is very small. For example, only 0.96% of transfers are classified as
SAFE by STANDARD, but eventually break. Since new delays may occur spontaneously,
such misclassifications are almost unavoidable.
Fig. 5 shows the quality of the three classification schemes with respect to false positives,
i. e. cases where the classification predicts BREAK but the transfer is eventually maintained.
The x-axis represents the time before the scheduled event time, while the y-axis displays the
fraction of cases with a correct classification. The overall best classification rate is obtained
by STANDARD, but the two other methods also work quite well. The lower accuracy of
STOCHASTIC may be explained by the lack of route-specific probability distributions.
We observe a trade-off between accuracy and number of detected cases of type BREAK.
High accuracy is important since one has to avoid rerouting passengers without any need.
On the other hand, the potential of early rerouting can only be used if cases of type BREAK
are detected. While STANDARD is the most conservative method with an excellent clas-
sification rate, it detects the overall smallest number of cases of type BREAK. Transfers
classified as CRITICAL may break or may be maintained by disposition. Fig. 6 shows the
number of cases where critical transfers (classified by STANDARD) break or are maintained.
Since the information whether a transfer breaks is not directly available to us, we take as
a proxy the following condition. We consider a transfer as maintained due to an explicit
waiting decision if the departing train departs later as scheduled, but would have already
been available on time. It turns out that a high fraction of transfers classified as CRITI-
CAL eventually breaks (see Fig. 6). If early rerouting is beneficial to passengers — which
we study in the second experiment —, then this finding suggests to decide about critical
transfers as early as possible.
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Figure 7 Accuracy of the STANDARD classification of events of type BREAK.
Fig. 7 provides a closer look at the error rate of the STANDARD classification for events
of type BREAK on September 13, 2013. In particular, we are interested in the question
whether the classification rate depends on the time where the broken event occurs. To
exclude the effect that some transfers are manually dispatched, we here plot the remaining
error rate that we obtain if we remove such cases. In the peak time between 6:00 a.m. and
10 p.m., the accuracy of the STANDARD classification is 98.9%, it slightly degrades during
the night where it becomes 95.7% on average. Further analysis is required to understand
why the classification rate is time-dependent.
Experiment 2: Potential of early rerouting. What is the benefit of an early rerouting
strategy for the passengers?
To answer this question, we have set up the following simulation experiment. Given a
realistic passenger flow for some specific traffic day, we first select the 1000 most important
transfers, where importance of a transfer is just the number of passengers who plan to use
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Figure 8 Average arrival delay at the destination if a planned transfer breaks. Rerouting is
applied either immediately (denoted by ∞) or (at most) 180, 120, 60, or 30 minutes before the
planned departure of the broken transfer.
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Figure 9 Experiment 2, further test days: April 16 (left) and September 12 (right), 2013. Average
arrival delay at the destination if a planned transfer breaks. Rerouting is applied either immediately
(denoted by∞) or (at most) 180, 120, 60, or 30 minutes before the planned departure of the broken
transfer.
it. For each selected transfer we introduce a single artificial delay, chosen large enough
that this transfer breaks. Then, for each case we run several alternative strategies. The
first alternative immediately reroutes all passengers who have planned to use the selected
transfer when the delay information becomes available. The other alternatives wait with
the rerouting until x minutes (or less) before the event takes place, where we use x ∈
{30, 60, 120, 180}. In all cases we measure the final delay of passengers at their destination.
Fig. 8 shows exemplarily for one specific day (September 13, 2013), that the average delay
is increasing the longer we wait with rerouting. The best average value of 54 minutes is
obtained when rerouting is applied immediately, while waiting until 30 minutes before the
planned departure of the connecting train leads to an average delay of 66 minutes. While
the average delay values depend on the chosen day, the clear trend is confirmed for other test
days, too (Fig. 9): the earlier we are able to reroute, the more beneficial it is for passengers.
On an ordinary test day with real delays (September 13, 2013) more than 20,000 pas-
sengers have been rerouted due to transfers classified as BREAK. Again we applied the
strategies described above: Either we reroute passengers immediately (denoted by ∞) or
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Figure 10 Rerouting is applied either immediately (denoted by ∞) or (at most) 180, 120, 60,
or 30 minutes before the planned departure of the broken transfer. For each strategy, the box-
plots show the distributions of the moment in time before the planned departure where rerouting
is applied for real delay data on September 13, 2013.
(at most) 180, 120, 60, or 30 minutes before the planned departure of a transfer that has
been classified as BREAK. For this scenario we observed only relatively small average sav-
ings in travel time for the rerouted passengers. Therefore, we evaluated how many minutes
in advance the corresponding strategy has actually done the rerouting operations. Fig. 10
shows the corresponding distributions for each strategy as box plots (showing quantiles and
outliers). We observe that for all strategies, more than 75% of all reroutings have been ap-
plied within the last 50 minutes before the planned transfer. It means that for the majority
of passengers all strategies do essentially the same. This at least partially explains why the
average savings in travel time by early rerouting (the average taken over all rerouted pas-
sengers) is small. About 1300 passengers can be rerouted at least 120 minutes in advance.
Hence, several hundreds of passengers have the chance to profit from early rerouting.
5 Conclusion and Further Research
Timing of decisions is an important challenging aspect of train disposition. This study can
be seen as a first step towards rethinking the disposition process. Our computational results
suggest that rerouting of passengers should be applied as soon as possible whenever qualified
information that a transfer is going to break or that a train is cancelled becomes available.
In this study, we assume for simplicity that in case of severe delays passengers can be
rerouted without any restriction. In practice, there are some legal issues with respect to
rerouting of passengers. Namely, booked tickets may be only valid for the reserved train or
for a subset of train classes.
Another important aspect neglected in this study concerns train capacities. We simply
reroute passengers to the quickest connection towards their destination. This may be prob-
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lematic in case of already crowded trains. We clearly should avoid to reroute passengers to
overfull trains whenever possible. From an algorithmic point of view, capacity-aware rerout-
ing can be achieved with network flow techniques. Moreover, one may consider reliability
as a further criterion for the search of alternative routes. Finally, we plan to improve the
classification methods by adapting them further to specific train routes and time of the day.
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